IBM Software Center of Excellence
at
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
in association with
IBM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Invites you to
"PANEL DISCUSSION" on
"Meeting the Industry demand by Academia"
An Industry connect at campus - Powered by Project Praviin

Project Praviin is an innovative program launched under the aegis of IBM Academic Initiative worldwide to partner with colleges and universities in India to better educate millions of students for a more skilled and competitive IT workforce.

Program Details:

Date : December 20, 2012
Venue : The Mohini Chhabria Convention Center,
        International Institute of Information Technology, Pune
Time : 2.00 pm to 4.30 pm

Panelists : Prof. Sunil Patil - Director, SITM
            Dr. Rajiv Kumar - Chief Scientist, Tata Chemicals
            Dr. Sagar Jambhokar - National Defence Academy
            Mr. Arvind Benegal - VP, Technology Practices, Persistent Systems Ltd.
            Mr. R. R. Dasgupta - SoftTech Engineers Pvt Ltd.
            Mr. Nitin Kharde - IBM India

Moderator : Dr. Deepak Shikarpur - Co-chairman, IT Committee MCCIA

Watch live streaming of the talk on December 20, 2012, 2.00 pm onwards at http://www.ustream.tv/channel/events-i2it
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